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till after midnight, sometimes till the early hours of the
morning. The session continues for a month, sometimes
longer; its length, as a rule, depends upon the bhata's abi-
lity to attract a good audience, and upon the hospitable
nature of the locality. After the session is over, the bhata
is feasted, carried in a procession through the town, and
presented with a purse as a send-off.
The bhatas flourished in Gujarata for more than five
hundred years, but have fallen on evil clays with the advent
of the press, the theatre, and the cinema. They provided
free entertainment and education, religious and secular, and
helped to preserve Puranic literature. But these poets were
scarcely qualified to reproduce the spirit, the art, or the
idealism of the original Puranas; and were mostly content
with mechanical repetition of narrative verses handed down
from teacher to disciple. Their range of emotion, senti-
ment and thought was limited ; their language, suited to
an illiterate audience, lacked refinement and expressiveness.
Sometimes, only a Bhalana or a Premananda could break
the monotony by a word-picture of contemporary life, or
by a charming song full of homely sentiments.
But the service which the gagarifi bhata rendered to cul-
ture was immense.
He considered himself the heir of ancient Aryan culture; of a civi-
lization, pure and incomparable, brilliant with heroic exploits, beautiful
literature, undefiled ideals	He was prepared to arrest the growth of alien
culture. His ears heard the music of the inspiring past. His eyes were fixed
on coming victory. He opened the floodgates of his soul; he sang of his
hereditary culture. He inspired pathaaalas; he offered prayers from village
to village; he recited kathiis from street to street; he made his songs popular
in every home. He kept alive religion and a sense of historic continuity. He
preserved language, literature, inspiration, and ideals. And, thanks to him,
the immortal spirit of the culture, breaking the bonds of political subjection,
triumphed in the land/ l
This literature took the form of an akhySna. In form,
it was a rasa; but the narrative parts were brief, the ar-
rangement more systematic, and the language more influ-
enced by Sathskrta. In substance, it presented an independ-
ent literary composition based mainly on a free rendering
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